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													This was my first time having my vehicle serviced at Epic Automotive...  The service was superb... and very professional.. If my vehicle is in need of service in the future I will be returning to Epic Automotive.

												


												Thelma A.
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													In case anyone was thinking of another establishment to trust your car with, don't! Epic not only is the only place my entire family takes their vehicles, but the only place any of my friends do as well!I could go on for hours where John has dropped what he was doing to ensure that I came first. Do not waste your time with anyone else.. Epic is the only home you need to know for your car!

												


												Justin W.
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						Get free Coupons


						Take advantage of these great offers!

					

					
						
							
                                                             								
									
										
											
												
													$10 off first time customers
												

											


											
											
										

										
											Make An Appointment


											Present this coupon at time of service. Not transferable and not for sale.
This may not be combined with another offer or used for state inspections.
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													FREE Digital Inspection 
												

											


											
											
										

										
											With the purchase of 4 tires.


											Cannot be combined with other offers.
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													10% OFF Military, First Responders & Teachers
												

											


											
											
										

										
											Thank you for your service!


											Cannot be combined with other offers.
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													Call for Brake Specials! 
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				314-423-0011
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Call today at 314-423-0011 or come by the shop at 8601 Lackland Rd, Saint Louis, MO, 63114. Ask any car or truck owner in Saint Louis who they recommend. Chances are they will tell you Epic Automotive.
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